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I am a Synthesizer 
[Synthesis: the combining of often diverse conceptions into a coherent whole] 

I like to boil stuff down into a usable nugget. 
        

Before we start on Philippians 2: 1-11, I need to give you a nugget, a tool, something that I 

have boiled down to its very essence, and that is… around the word “Righteousness”
__________________________________________________
ROOT WORD:  “Díkaios”   dē-ka’-os    [meaning:”Righteous”]
“approved by God”     “righteous”      "just in the eyes of God”.  
- In conformity to God's own being and Standard of Justice  
_____________________________________________ 

“Dikaiosyne”    dē-kī-o-soo’-nā  [meaning:”Righteousness”]    
-Integrity,  Virtue,  Purity of life,  Right-ness, 
-The state of a person as he/she ought to be. 
-Correctness of thinking AND feeling.   
______________________________________________________ 

One Scripture Example:  Matthew 6:33  
(after Jesus gets done telling us that we shouldn’t worry about food, clothing, etc. He says, instead) 

“…seek first his kingdom and his righteousness,  
and all these things will be given to you as well.”

So, Righteousness sounds important…

There’s a thing I do… as a Synthesizer…
When I find a word that has SUPER important meaning
But I don’t find that word in the Bible                       
I try to find a word in the Bible that can contain its essence!!!

I want you all to consider the word “BALANCE”
… the notion of a “Balanced Life”…a “Rightly Ordered Life”
I believe that the word Righteousness 

(that we don’t use very much BUT that is VERY important) 
Holds within it’s meaning… the essence of a word that we use a lot because 

it’s meaning is SO valuable, which is Balance

So I say… Righteousness Is Like a RADIO TOWER!
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“Righteousness is like a Radio Tower” [slides]  




“It is… a tall, slender structure… that is Triangular shape.” 



 

“It is held by a balanced tension of THREE support cables,  
which enables it to stand TALL and steadfast  
against all the elements.” 
 

So… Here’s the analogy…  
Imagine that you are trying to discover a Truth, a right way to live. 

What I have discovered… is that the answer I seek is  
usually held between the tension of two (or…sometimes  more)  

SEEMINGLY… opposing… viewpoints… 

Kind of like… how a Radio Tower is supported 
Righteousness Is Like a RADIO TOWER! 

you say… “BUT WAIT, a Radio Tower has THREE supporting cable?” 

With everything that I understand about scripture  
…and what it means to be a follower of Christ 

ONE cable ALWAYS has to be LOVE 

Then the other TWO cables represent whichever BALANCE we are trying to understand 
……..[Examples]………… “Just a couple quick examples” 
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-Ephesians 2:8 (apostle: Paul)
It’s by GRACE that you have been saved, through FAITH -
Not because of your WORKS!

-James 2:20 (apostle: James)
But FAITH without works is dead.

WHICH ONE IS TRUE?... BOTH ARE TRUE! 
_______________________________________________________________________
-Mark 10:15  (Jesus)
“...whoever does not receive the Kingdom of God like a child
will not enter it at all.”

-1 Corinthians 13:11 (apostle: Paul)
“When I was a child, I used to speak as a child,
think like a child, reason like a child;
when I became a MAN, I did away with childish things.”

WHICH ONE IS TRUE?... BOTH ARE TRUE!
_________________________________________________________________________
DIFFERENT   TRUTHS...  COMING   TOGETHER...
to SUPPORT a  WELL  LIVED  LIFE!
RIGHTEOUSNESS,
A  RIGHTLY  ORDERED  LIFE…. “Righteousness is like a Radio Tower”… 
[nugget]   “This…. I believe…. is a VERY important Truth…. 
Lets get excited about…. REAL, Godly, Righteousness…. 
OR…. Godly Balance

ALRIGHT!!!!!!  What does all of this have to do with Philippians 2? 
Because…We are going to talk about HUMILITY!!!!! 
and we are going to need “The Nugget of Truth”  that 
“Righteousness”…[meaning: a Rightly Ordered Life]… MEANS.. a life of BALANCE!!! 

We are going to feel a TENSION between TRUTHS today. 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
I don’t remember many… SPECIFIC moments from SPECIFIC sermons… BUT, 
One that I DO remember well, is when a pastor said… 
“How many people here struggle with pride? 
NOW… before you answer too quickly,  
a wrongly ordered “pride” can mean one of TWO things… 
-Either you think too highly of yourself OR too little of yourself… 
EITHER WAY, it’s all about YOU!!!!!!!”
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And as a Chronic Self Deprecator (Deprecate: to express earnest disapproval of… to belittle) 
… when I heard the pastor say this, a spotlight was aimed at my low self-esteem problem

__________________________________________________________________________ 

BUT… Before we look at what the Paul (the writer of Philippians) has to say about Humility…

I want to FIRST look at the FOUNDATIONAL principles around this topic  
…………………………………as taught by Jesus!!!  [Stand up for the Gospel]


Certainly… one of the Top 10 important scriptures of all time is when Jesus was asked… 
“Jesus, what is the greatest commandment?” 

The Great Commandment is found in THREE of the four Gospels, [paraphrased]

-Love God 
-Love your neighbor… 
-AS…. you love yourself 
    

My epiphany around this was at a particular time of self-loathing I asked God… 
“Can I loath my neighbor as I loath myself”  And I felt that God’s answer was “NO”

   


The Equation Only Works AS WRITTEN!!!!


    


So… HERE IS THE RADIO TOWER MOMENT!!!!

The NUGGET we need to take with us as we read Philippians!!!!!


Bruce Balgaard is AMAZING!!! 

-Loved by the Creator of the Universe 
    

-Wonderfully and Fearfully made from the hand of God 

-I’m am as UNIQUE as a SNOW FLAKE 
     

-Called by the Spirit of God to bring Love, Joy, Goodness,  
 Mercy and Justice to the WORLD!!!! 
    
-My Spirit will live on eternally

…………………………………….………. just like everyone else
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There is NO distinction of “Good People” VS “Bad People”

There are only “Good Decisions” and “Bad Decisions” 


…HOWEVER… IF you make an ongoing HABIT of bad choices, you will build a life  
that will make it appear that you are, somehow, intrinsically “Bad”.

And although that is a TRAGIC truth… it does NOT betray the fact….

that the TRUTH about you is… that you are a CHILD of God….  
(re-read the above) 

I have heard it said this way…   
“To be a follower of the ways of Christ, means… 
……………………………………..that you lose the right to reject anyone” 
    

BUT, BUT, BUT…. another moment to bring in the Radio Tower. 
     

“No Bad People (just bad choices)”… “Lose the Right to Reject Anyone”…. 

AND YET!!!!   Healthy Boundaries are GOOD!!!   

Love your neighbor as yourself CAN mean that you MUST set up  
HEALTHY BOUNDARIES!!!!  Otherwise it’s just codependency!!!! 

___________________________________________________________ 
      

False Humility is : You are greater than me. I’m no big deal.  
      
TRUE Humility is : I’m amazing…. and so are YOU!!!! 
       
AND, we MUST take this understanding with us  
…as we read Philippians    
 

[So Now….We are FINALLY look at our scripture] 
___________________________________________________________ 
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Philippians 2: [Focus on 3&4]  
Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit.  
Rather, in humility… value others above yourselves,  
not looking to your own interests…  
but each of you… to the interests of the others. 
___________________________________________________________ 
vain: having or showing an excessively high opinion of one's  
appearance, abilities, or worth.


 
conceit:  excessive pride in oneself, narcissism, self-admiration 
___________________________________________________________ 
[In my experience, I know 50 people with low self-esteem 
                             ………………………to every 1 Narcissist  ] 
-So… my concern with this text…is that people with low self-esteem will 
use it to justify self-deprecating behavior. 

-That’s why we need to ANCHOR in the teachings of Christ 

-It’s why “BALANCE”… [or] “Righteousness” is SO important!! 

-It’s why we need the image of a Radio Tower!!!! 

-“Seek first the ways of Christ, and God’s Radio Tower of Balance” 

-I believe that this “BALANCE” deal… is SO important! 

SO MUCH DISFUNCTION HAS BEEN JUSTIFIED  
BY a NARROW VIEW of Scripture…. usually A, SINGLE scripture!!!  
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Another Radio Tower of Balance is around  
 
Selfish-Ambition VS UNselfish-Ambition  

Here… I believe the balance is SIMPLY in the omission of one word… 

“SELFISH!”    -I believe that when Ambition is “Us” focussed…  
                rather than “Me” focussed…. it can be VERY good!!! 

AND YET  (another Balance moment) Sometimes we can justify an  
          Over Scheduled Life because all our causes are “Just”. 

 
This is called : A Savior Complex 

__________________________________________________ 
“So… when I was assigned to preach on this scripture 
and read the verse on “Humility”, I knew that I wanted to 

bring back to you my “Nugget” around “Balance”. 

I realize it’s a bit abstract, but I have found it SO useful and it 
has really lasted the test of time… I hope the imagery of 
a Radio Tower will pop in your head when you feel the 
strong pull in one direction and your inner Spirit says… 
“Hmmmmm…. what is a Balanced approach to this?” 

_________________________________________________ 

Lastly…. I want us to look at the beginning of this Chapter. 
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-Philippians, Chapter 2: 1&2 
1 Therefore if you have any encouragement from being united with 
Christ, if any comfort from his love, if any common sharing in the 
Spirit, if any tenderness and compassion,  
2 then make my joy complete…  by being like-minded,  
having the same love,       
being one in spirit and of one mind           
_____________________________________________ 
I call this “The Fruit of Healthy Relationships”   
[like the “Fruit of the Spirit”] 

-Don’t be Arrogant, or Selfish 

…………………..AND


-Don’t speak, act or think POORLY of yourself 
______________________________________________________ 

Or………………“Don’t think too much OR too little of yourself. 
 
INSTEAD….. turn you Attention to Others…. Your Neighbor… 

The person NEXT to you and ask THIS of yourself… 

-Do I have ANY encouragement to give 

-Do I have ANY loving comfort 

-Do I have ANY Common Sharing (be vulnerable about your own struggles) 

 -Do I have ANY Tenderness and Compassion 
______________________________________________________ 

[Let us pray…]   Dear God….  
help us to see that every human is created by YOU! 
and therefore, by very nature, IS an AMAZING creation! 

Help us to find a Righteous Balance…  
-so that we can learn to love ourselves better….  
and through it…  learn to truly love our neighbor 
by learning how to first…  love ourselves.    Amen


